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Abstract

There is a need to understand and conceptualize the relationships between work activities,

the context of work, and the use of mobile technologies because of the widespread diffusion of

mobile information and communication technologies within organizational settings. The

police have, since the advent of radio communication systems, deployed mobile technologies

to support officers in conducting their jobs and offer an exemplary domain for studying the use

of mobile technologies. This paper applies the theory of virtualization as a means to charac-

terize the use of mobile technologies for operational policing. The paper suggests the concept

of rhythms of interaction as a method of characterizing the alternation in intensity of commu-

nication through and with mobile technologies and the intricate relationships between physical

and virtual contexts of work.

� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Mobile technologies such as the mobile phone (cell phone in North America) and
the laptop have gained an immense success in many organizations as means of

supporting geographically distributed work. Whilst the access to organizational
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information and communication with distant colleagues though mobile technology is

an emerging phenomenon in the businessworld, the police have a long tradition of sup-

porting geographically distributed work through the employment of state-of-the-art

mobile technologies. Communication technology has transformed police practices.

From the introduction of the telegraph in the late 1800s to the usage of two-way radios
and computer-aided dispatching during the 1900s (Agar, 2003; Standage, 1998), infor-

mation and communication technologies have radically changed the organization of

police work and, with it, the expectations of various police services. This paper inves-

tigates the use of mobile technologies for the support of a particular aspect of police

work, namely operational policing, which is time and safety critical work based upon

officers attending incident sites by car, often in response to calls from the public (Clarke

and Sykes, 1974; Manning, 2003). Operational policing is the core of policing and is

highly geographically distributed (Manning, 2003). It involves the use of multiple mo-
bile technologies across a range of activities in a variety of situations, which require

some sort of reactive action either initiated by citizens� calls or by a police officer�s
observations.

Within the general study of mobile technology use in work settings, there is a need

for as theoretically informed analysis of the relationships between the situational as-

pects of work, the institutional context of work and the use of mobile technologies

supporting work. This is also the case within studies of police work in general and

operational policing in particular. To study such a setting, we have adopted a par-
ticular theory on virtualization as one perspective informing our inquiry. This paper,

therefore, investigates the question: How can the theory of virtualization inform the

study of mobile technologies applied for operational policing? We explore this question

through analyzing extensive data from a seven-month observational study of oper-

ational police work within a British constabulary. In particular this paper presents

and discusses Response Vehicle�s (RV) and Traffic officers� use of mobile technolo-

gies as means of assessing risk and coordinating work around scenes of incidents.

The application of the theory of virtualization highlights the issues of coupling
and decoupling of mobile technologies and we suggest the concept of rhythms of

interaction as a characterization of the alternation in intensity of communication

through and with mobile technologies.

The next section presents current research on policing and mobile technologies,

and outlines our focus on operational policing. Section 3 presents the perspective

of virtualization as a means for analyzing the use of mobile technologies. Section

4 outlines the ethnographic research approach chosen. Section 5 characterizes two

operational policing roles, and illustrates their work through two tales from the field.
Section 6 analyses the findings of the study in terms of rhythms of interaction.

Section 7 discusses the findings, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Understanding operational policing in the UK

What are the police? As argued by Klockars (1985), multiple perspectives can be

adopted, depending on the observer�s background and experiences. However, most
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perspectives offer normative definitions that attempt to define the police in terms of

its ends, and not in terms of actual activities (Klockars, 1985, p. 9). According to

Klockars (1985, p. 9), a definition must be based on the means used for policing

and not what these tools are used to do. Thus, police are institutions or individuals

given the general right to use coercive force by the state within the state�s domestic ter-

ritory. This definition does, however, not convey the act of policing, and Bittner and

Bish (1975, p. 30) cleverly capture the essence of policing as something-ought-not-to-

be-happening-and-about-which-something-ought-to-be-done-NOW. This definition of

police work is carefully calibrated to capture the widest range of alternatives. Police

are not only concerned with illegal actions where coercive power is necessary, but

also with other activities for the prevention of dangers such as holding people back

or resolving disputes. The crucial elements of this definition are time and the impli-

cation of reactivness.
Policing in the United Kingdom (UK) is based on the 1829 Metropolitan Police

Act, the New Police (1829), which has three main tenets still held to be true. The po-

lice are to be unarmed, uniformed, and only for the prevention of crime. 1 The situ-

ations in which the police are supposed to intervene are confined to two major

events: helping citizens who approach them in the street and engage in situations

that, according to the officer, require their attention. These interventions render

the police visible in order to prevent crime, and involve the apolitical use of power

in that the police respond indiscriminately to the call of citizens. In addition, the
UK police is based on the principle of accountable officers. For one thing, the uni-

form is used as a symbol of accountability, to the extent that the large majority of

police officers do not carry firearms. Most importantly, technology has been and

is increasingly used as a mechanism of accountability. The social role of operational

police is an important one and as such, is governed by strict guidelines for the prac-

tice of interacting with the public (Manning, 2003). The increased application of ad-

vanced technology in the police has been characterized as an entrepreneurial

revolution where police are continuously scrutinized (Ackroyd, 1992). The police
are internally held accountable by various surveillance technologies, management

systems, audits and investigations. Externally, they are investigated by public com-

plaints systems, the press, watchdog agencies, central auditors, and by the budgetary

process (Ackroyd, 1992).

Police have traditionally relied upon operational policing – in contrast to adminis-

trative policing (Ackroyd, 1992), which is patrolling to respond to citizens� calls for
help, and increasingly upon achieving faster response time; the NOW aspect (Clarke

and Sykes, 1974). The domain of operational police work is the street and forms the
core of police work (Manning, 2003). As Bittner (1970, p. 46) states, drawing on

Heidegger (1977), the role of the police is best understood as a mechanism for the dis-

tribution of non-negotiable coercive force employed in accordance with the dictates of

an intuitive grasp of situational exigencies. Once in the street, the police are supposed
1 These tenets of reactive policing are radically different from the ones observed in most western

countries including the United States, Italy, and Spain, where police forces have a more para-military and

pro-active character (Manning, 2003).
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to gain compliance through authority, power, and persuasion rather than by the use

of arms (Klockars, 1985). Arguably this power and authority depends upon people

acting and coordinating in concert.

The work of reactive policing is the one most often seen on TV. 2 It is on the street

that the foundational and formative training of most police officers is situated (Man-
ning, 2003). According to Manning (1992, pp. 389–390), research into the use of

technology for policing has focused narrowly on managerial as well as control room

aspects rather than on employee morale or performance, control or management of

crime, or delivery of enhanced services that improve the quality of community life

and citizens� satisfaction with policing. We are concerned particularly with this aspect.

Operational policing involves groups of people coordinating and sharing informa-

tion across space and time, and as such it forms a paradigmatic case of distributed

collaborative work.
Information and communication technologies play a key role in the creation of

new approaches to operational policing in the UK and other parts of Europe, par-

ticularly in intra-agency co-operation for the reduction of crime and disorder and in

intelligence led policing (Anon, 1997; Anon, 2001; O�Dowd, 1998). The promise of

technology to improve the effectiveness of controlling crime, as well as enhancing

professional status and organizational legitimacy, has resulted in a long-lasting close

affinity between technology and police work (Ericson and Haggerty, 1997, p. 390;

Manning, 1992). As Manning (2003) argues, the image and practice of police is shaped

by information technologies. Police forces in the UK are at the forefront of their use

of information technology to support all aspects of their service delivery in opera-

tional terms through strong government support (O�Dowd, 1998; Povey, 2001). This

development has been labeled e-policing (Povey, 2001). The main aspect of e-policing

is that of mobilizing information in order to make it available to officers through mo-

bile computing (Povey, 2001).

One of the ways in which police guidelines are enforced is through documenting

and coordinating activities (Jones and Newburn, 2002). An officer must follow a
standard of lawful conduct and the documenting and coordinating technique is an

integral part of this. Failure to comply with documenting guidelines can have serious

consequences in terms of lawful due process. Mobile technologies populate the envi-

ronment of operational policing, and have received particular attention as a rather

unique phenomenon that encapsulates the transformation of the activities of docu-

menting and coordinating (Manning, 2003). According to most official reports

(e.g., Povey, 1999), the police are expecting two distinguishable benefits from mobile

technologies; better-informed officers, and improved coordination of limited re-
sources at both individual and organizational level. Overall, they expect a better ser-

vice to citizen in the form of a faster and more informed response to crimes. As

Manning (1992) points out, the mere availability and accessibility of information

does not necessarily mean that police officers and managers use information
2 Our study is not concerned with Problem-Oriented Policing (PoP), a form of preventive policing not

dependent on the use of the criminal justice system (Goldstein, 1990), but on the more classic patrol-based

policing.
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effectively or appropriately. Officers will make better decisions if they have the rele-

vant and accurate information in the appropriate way, and at the appropriate time.

Thus, the extent to which mobile technologies lead to more efficient and effective

operational police work is a matter of more than just the technical characteristics

of the devices. In short, success is highly dependent upon detailed understanding
of how mobile technologies are relevant to the context3 of operational police work

and to its mission of keeping the community in peace.
3. Virtuality as an analytical lens to study interaction with mobile technologies

This section presents a framework to conceptualize the phenomenon of interac-

tion through and with mobile information and communication technologies (ICTs).
The mass-diffusion of mobile ICTs digitizing and converging interaction has allowed

information and communication behaviors to leave fixed geographical locations and

instead to follow the work (Kakihara, 2003; Lyytinen and Yoo, 2002). Working day

encounters are mixtures of mediated and unmediated interactions with the new med-

iated interaction allowing for the mobility of communicative networks and with

them symbols, images and data (Kakihara and Sørensen, 2002; Urry, 2000a). Mobile

technologies assume the character of a bridge that makes a distant and absent reality

present. The main property of mobile devices is that of creating a virtual environ-
ment of interaction. The mass diffusion of such mobile devices have rendered actors

interactive whilst situated in or moving between different working contexts, for

example by sending and receiving SMS text messages while travelling between home

and work.

The introduction of new technologies that populate the daily encounter with the

workplace has generated an ongoing debate on the changing nature of human inter-

action patterns and overall disposition toward the world (Lee and Perry, 2001). At

the heart of this debate lie the concepts of virtual worlds and virtuality. Discussion
of the physical and virtual worlds, their differences and relationship, has proliferated

in information systems literature, from tangible and social computing in the HCI tra-

dition (Dourish, 2001; Heath and Luff, 2000) to more general philosophical accounts

in the organizational and social science literature (Castells, 1996, 2001; Kallinikos,

2001; Urry, 2000b).

This paper chooses to focus on the nature and modality of interaction (Kallinikos,

1996, 2001). The way in which we can understand a virtual space is in terms of the

nature of our encounter with it and one way to benchmark this encounter is by con-
tra-posing it with situated interaction. This does not imply that situated and virtual

interactions are two bipolar forces but that we can only understand the latter in

terms of the former (Castells, 1996). Thus, their relationship is both complimentary

and substitutive, depending on the situation in which this encounter takes place.
3 The circumstances, situations or events that form the environment within which something exists or

takes place.
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Virtuality was not born with modern technologies or with the advent of digitali-

zation as can be found in Yates (1989) and Standage (1998). Ong (1988) traces vir-

tuality to shifts from orality to literacy where attention gradually shifted away from

natural communication, fragmenting the totality of communication (voice, tone of

voice, facial expression, physical disposition, etc.). This virtualization of interaction
resulted in modularization where only one or two of the human senses are predom-

inant (Kallinikos, 1996, 2004). We become a big ear or a big eye because the symbol

system (in the form of books, computers, telephones, etc.) demands only one or at

most two of our senses. The devaluing of natural communication has permitted

the emptying of physical presence in space and thus a weakening of the link between

content and context in favor of a precise symbol system (Kallinikos, 2001).

This modularization has many effects such as emphasizing individuality (Bunzel,

2002), for example the reading of a book requires our complete visual attention and
a non-oral environment. Modularization results in a de-contextualization of interac-

tion and emphasis on modularity (Bunzel, 2002). In order for information to be

transmitted across contexts a form of standardized codification is required. The stan-

dardization itself is separated from the context-embedded action of individuals but

allows the very act of mobility of symbols (Kallinikos, 2001). The abstraction itself

is needed for symbols, images and data be transferred across contexts.

The encounter with the world with and through technology is only partial when

compared with the natural (through our body and senses) encounter with it (Heideg-
ger, 1977). Our physical world is a world of reference. We come into being by orient-

ing ourselves to the world. In sharp contrast, representation, characterized by

technology and virtuality, is an abstraction of the physical world modeled upon rules

and regulation decided by the agents designing and implementing technology. These

tensions between representation and reference are sources of misinterpretation and

ambiguity (Agre, 2003). Technologically supported encounters cannot in principle

represent the richness of the context that they seek to mediate and support, because

of the very nature of modern technology, which seeks to separate and categorize our
interaction in terms of the various senses, e.g., vocal interaction, visual interaction,

etc. (Kallinikos, 2004). Representation and thus technology is not to be understood

solely as the virtualization of a particular technique or set of techniques, but also as a

worldview whose orientation filters out all other techniques (Kallinikos, 1996). The

separation and categorization of interaction modalities seek to capture a facet of the

way in which we interact with the world and not the totality of the experience. For

instance, while a closed circuit TV (CCTV) camera can show events in distant parts

of the city it can never replace the sense of being there. As Gibson (1979) elegantly
puts it one sees the environment not just with the eyes but with the eyes in the head.

Hence, while the CCTV camera can easily replicate the function of our eyes, it can-

not replicate our being there and experiencing the situation (Neyland, 2004). For a

police officer, being there is irreplaceable since using all five senses in combination is

essential for resolving emerging conflicts, and since visibility is an essential role of the

police. Hence, the usage of technology cannot be discussed in separation from the

body, its mediations with the surrounding world and the coherence of an acting self

(Giddens, 1984). When we act through technology we are engaging in a process of
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coupling (Maturana and Varela, 1992), that is an intentional reference made effective.

When we act with technology, we effectively dissociate it from our acting self. Cou-

pling and decoupling imply building or breaking a relationship with a particular tech-

nology or set of technologies in order to take action (Dourish, 2001).

We argue that interaction with mobile technologies can be encapsulated by the
concept of virtuality. Interaction with the virtual is different from situated commu-

nication in that we selectively use only one of our senses. Furthermore, technology

by virtue of being representation is de-contextualized from the situated context of

interaction and tends to increase ambiguity and misunderstanding (Kallinikos,

1996; Lee and Liebenau, 1999, 2002).

Luff and Heath (1998) suggest that individual orientations toward objects are con-

tinually shifting and being transformed with respect to the ongoing interaction and

activities. We can assume that mobile devices, by bringing along the ability to inter-
act with the virtual, change our situated actions. Therefore, understanding the situ-

ation of the user becomes of paramount importance. Distinguishing between

situated interaction in the world on one hand, and interaction through technologies

on the other, is at the heart of the virtuality idea. The paradigmatic perspective on

social action motivating this approach is the situated perspective, which is grounded

in the relationship between social action and the setting in which it unfolds (Clancey,

1997; Suchman, 1987). From a phenomenological perspective, technology can be

seen as representation, and is then intrinsically linked with the user, the context
and all its political, economical, and social rules (macro context). But even more

so, the context is the immediate one of action with its people, moods, routines

and idiosyncrasies (micro context). These sets of circumstances are bundled together

in our understanding of context.

This article focuses on specific situations, namely workspaces. Workspace refers

to the way in which spaces become vested with social meaning and behavioral norms

that develop when the spatial, the physical and the mechanical elements of the envi-

ronment are inhabited (Dourish, 2001). Workspaces and technology can be seen as
complimentary in that they both contain structuring elements, a set of norms, pro-

cedures, and rules that govern the proper functioning of a meaningful process (Orli-

kowski, 1992). A mobile technology can be technically advanced, can have

accommodating organizational arrangements, and could well be serving a social

function important to an individual. However the mobile technology may still not

be used. The blame for failed interaction with mobile technologies often falls upon

the user interface, ergonomics of the devices, infrastructural issues, organizational

and social arrangements, and finally, to a lesser extent, work context incompatibili-
ties – that is the dialectical relationship between work contexts and mobile device

usage. We argue that this latter issue is under-researched and yet perhaps the most

important one to understand. Still, it is also the most problematic since it is the one

where the action is (Dourish, 2001). Effective action involves being able to reorient

ourselves towards the technology, turning it from an object of enquiry and examina-

tion into an information tool or communication medium that can be used – in short

we must couple with and decouple from technology in order to use it effectively (Kal-

linikos, 1996). As Dourish (2001) argues; traditionally the study of human computer
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interaction has in mind the human interacting with a computer interface on a screen. To

this we can add that interaction with traditional computer interfaces has been based

on the idea of continuous and engaging contact. This idea, as we will demonstrate, is

inappropriate for mobile technologies.
4. Research approach

This study is concerned with interaction with and through mobile devices in dis-

tributed collaborative institutional settings and situations. In turn, the particular

epistemological model presented therein has been chosen to reflect the reality of

the case studied. To recapitulate, operational policing is highly regulated, involves

a high degree of improvisation through its emergence and uncertainty, and is reliant
on mobile technologies due to the geographically distributed nature of work. This

calls for a conceptual framework reflecting such structural arrangements focusing

on the tension between virtual and situated environments, or more specifically,

how users with mobile devices interact in various physical contexts. This requires

an initial understanding of the contexts of operational policing and the capacity of

mobile technologies to be used effectively across changing situations. As we argued

in the previous section, mobile technology is representation. This assumption focuses

our understanding and guides us in the detailed analysis of how mobile technologies
and users interact in practice. Such understanding is possible only at a micro level

(Kallinikos, 2004). In the words of Manning (2003), we look up and out from the

car, rather than down from the subtleties of the changing post-industrial society.

Initially we set out a theoretically guided inquiry into the problem�s domain. We

started by examining the main characteristics of interaction with mobile technologies

and the relation between work context and virtuality. The concepts emerging from

these discussions were applied in the design, execution, and analysis of the case

study. Inspired by contemporary socio-technical theories, our analysis places the
context of operational policing at centre stage by avoiding the view of mobile tech-

nology as a self-contained entity but rather as a highly contextualized tool and med-

ium, which is affected by the social setting in which it is deployed and which in turn

affects the social setting. Consequently, central to this research is the belief that tech-

nology is never an isolated body in a de-contextualized space, nor is it self-contained.

Technology is significant as much for its functional qualities as for the degree to

which it is part of a persuasive narrative that binds the object and the user together

in a shared system of beliefs. Consequently, the method of this examination relies
mainly on qualitative case study techniques (Creswell, 1994; Lee and Baskerville,

2003; Seale, 1999; Yin, 1994).

Observations and informal interviews constituted the primary modes of investiga-

tion. Data was collected with the aid of pen and paper, and a mobile phone camera.

The use of pen and notepad mirrored how the officers themselves gathered evidence.

This method for collecting and documenting data helped foster trust between the

officers and the researchers because of the delicate nature of police work (VanMaa-

nen, 1988). For instance, while having nothing to hide, most officers were concerned
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that more invasive data collection techniques would be used to evaluate their perfor-

mance with technologies. Thus, the usage of more invasive data collection tools such

as audio-visual recording equipment was considered inappropriate for the subjects of

study. The confidential nature of the information and the delicate nature of police

job almost dictated a low profile gathering technique. Furthermore, pen and paper
was the most appropriate technique when considering the rapid changes in the con-

text of documentation and in particular due to the frequent bumpy rides on the

backseat of patrol cars driving very fast down narrow English country roads.

A total of 250 hours of observation of police officers were conducted over 7

months in 2003. The study involved response vehicle (RV) officers attending emer-

gency calls, traffic officers covering large areas for traffic accidents and other vehicle

related policing, scenes of crime officers (SOCOs) lifting forensic evidence at scenes

of crime, and the emergency control room responsible for taking calls from the pub-
lic and coordinating operational policing. For the purpose of this particular analysis,

we focus on the two operational police roles of response vehicle and traffic officer.

These two units together represent the core of the operational function in policing

in the UK. The study purposefully excluded studying detectives and the top-admin-

istrative aspects of policing.

Ethnographically inspired observation techniques allowed the researchers to ob-

tain a deep understanding of the intricate interrelationships between the context of

work and the application of a variety of mobile technologies. It is simply not possible
to understand in-depth the nature of this relationship through interview methods.

The very specific nature of some police work, for example encountering highly uncer-

tain situations potentially involving personal risk for the officers, creates working

conditions that must be experienced to be properly understood. The feeling of being

there when routine and at times boredom rules, to the rapid changes into uncertain

situations is of the essence for us to appreciate the possible motives for officers to

couple or de-couple with particular mobile technologies in particular situations.

The common depiction of police work as seen on TV and in movies does most often
not convey the drama of real life as well as the relatively mundane nature of everyday

work. Loud sirens, blue lights and high speed only gives a big adrenalin rush the first

few times, then even this becomes part of everyday life. Also, most of the incidents

attended were relatively mundane – much to the relief of the officers involved. How-

ever, each uncertain situation attended is dramatic in the sense that there always is

the danger that someone can get injured.

The ethnographic study produced over 300 pages of handwritten observations

and notes. These were transcribed in a digital format. Content analysis was per-
formed with a focus on the mode of interaction with mobile technologies in opera-

tional policing and the situational characteristics and the nature of the incident

attended. In addition, during the course of the analysis, we used interaction counts

(Silverman, 1993) to quantify the various variables in an attempt to provide a theo-

retical generalization of the findings. The combination of generalization based on

both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the extensive data from the observa-

tions and interviews provided a sound basis for establishing generalizability of a the-

ory within a setting (Lee and Baskerville, 2003). The time spent on each police
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activity was logged and used to create simple statistical data of the amount of time

spent by each officer performing a certain activity in terms of the usage of mobile

technologies. Some outliers were identified and excluded from the analysis. Member

validation (Lincoln and Guba, 1984) was used as an integral part of the research

method. Executive and detailed reports describing the job of and giving recommen-
dations for officers were presented to key-representatives for the roles studied. This

resulted in minor changes as the officers generally approved our descriptions as rep-

resentative and precise. In addition, key activities were identified. The average

amount of time spent per activity was then presented to the subjects of study for val-

idation and a number of keywords were used (e.g. work, problem, contact, etc.) from

which some categories emerged (e.g. activity type and environment type).

In this paper, we present the study through two narratives. The specific value of

narrative is to catapult the reader into a particular context (VanMaanen, 1988). The
two tales of operational policing aim at providing an accurate and detailed account

of how mobile technologies were used in the field, and also serve as evocative ac-

counts of the emotional richness of the situations. The tales are more concerned with

the perspective of the users and the situations and less about the mobile technologies.

They are about being there and observing and thinking about the setting, the people

and the technology as one, and interaction as the phenomenon at the intersection

between these, during which the actors perform their work through and with the

technology. The tales are presented in a similar manner, as we would tell them to
our colleagues, informal and impressionistic accounts open to discussion and falsifi-

cation. The aim is to convey the feeling of being there without resorting to journal-

istic methods of simplifying reality (Manning, 2003). We have also included

descriptions summarizing typical operational policing activities for the two roles

of RV and traffic officer with the aim of providing rich background information

on for example geographical and interaction aspects of the work.
5. Two tales of operational policing
‘‘The violence and risk taking of policing is both sought and avoided; but the

underlying question is always how to confront the unknown and the unseen. Like

the combat soldier, the officer varies between a sense of fatalism and a sense of

self-control and fate control. The grounding of the police officer�s social world

is uncertainty, and responses to it is a mode of coping.’’ (Manning, 2003, p. 263)
This section explores the accomplishment of operational policing from the per-

spectives of RV and traffic officers. The two tales are written in first person to main-

tain the authenticity as we conducted fieldwork individually.

5.1. Prelude 1: The work of response vehicle officers

RV officers attend immediate response incidents such as domestic abuse, burglar-

ies, and public fights. In addition, RV officers have to keep public peace, escort
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prisoners, look for wanted people, patrol hot-spots, give a sense of police presence,

appear in court as witnesses, collect information about crimes, as well as advise and

calm down victims. A significant proportion of RV work can be characterized as

‘‘social work on blue lights’’ and the ability to engage with a variety of people in

a commonsensical manner is essential. The key people with whom RV officers inter-
act while on the move are control-room controllers, other officers and supervisors,

the ambulance service, crime management centres, victims, offenders and witnesses.

The closest and most important link for RV is the control room with intense and

ongoing communication though information streamed to the police car MDT 4

and through personal radio (PR) communication. The context of work for RVs is

the office in around 33% of the time, mostly for documenting activities, the crime

scene in 20% of their time, the vehicle in 25%, custody in 20%, and the briefing room

in approximately 2% of their time. The office and custody are seen as the most time
consuming environments. Some RV officers spend entire days doing paperwork in

the office. However, RV officers see their core job in and derive most job satisfaction

from the field, where they have between two and nine jobs in an 8-h shift. The aver-

age is five jobs, but if an arrest is made the number will tend to be much lower. The

mobile technologies used by RVs are in decreasing order of frequency: PR, mobile

phone, and MDT.

5.2. Tale 1: A domestic with RV

It is three in the afternoon. John, a rapid response vehicle officer, has just arrived

at work and he exchanges some comments with the Chief Inspector:
4 Th

service

inciden

(Mann
�The day is nice so they are going to get drunk and cause trouble.�
The Chief Inspector nods. John turns to me and tells me that today they have a

very long list of immediate response incidents to take care of and that we are going to

have fun. I follow John to the briefing room. The sergeant asks the about 15 police
constables (PCs) to sit down. He then projects the latest incidents on the wall

through a web-portal. With a touch of sarcasm, every incident is gone through

and discussed by the various PCs.
�I recognize this guy! He is Brown! He is extremely violent� John says.
�That sneaky criminal did it again, another car theft� replied another PC. �I think

his sister lives close to the station; we could go pay her a visit. Who wants to go?�
�We�ll go later on today� says John.
e mobile data terminal (MDT) is a system that provides information access and communication

s to police officers via dashboard mounted touch sensitive displays. It can be used to get the log of

ts, communicate with other cars, do background checks and view and accept a list of incidents

ing, 2003).
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Another 10 incidents are discussed. Most of them have to do with small thefts.

John, his partner Mary, and I proceed to the open space in the back of the station

where RV officers compile their paperwork, check e-mail, input data in computer

systems and exchange informal information. John tells me that he has to finish some

paperwork from the previous day and then we can be on our way. Half an hour later,
we are ready. We are going to a domestic violence incident that just came in through

the radio. John takes a PR and equips all of us with stab-proof vests. We go to the

vehicle parking just behind the police station. We jump in the vehicle, turn on the

blue light and sirens, and drive out of the station. Mary is sitting in the passenger

seat. While John is driving, Mary asks the control room to send her more details

about the domestic in progress. Few seconds later we hear an alarm sound and Mary

is reading the details of the incident on the MDT. She informs John that the person

has a history of domestic violence and could be dangerous because he tried to attack
an officer last time they were there. John tells Mary to ask for some backup if other

cars are in the area. Through the PR Mary asks a controller for backup. While this

goes on John also asks Mary to look at the log of the crime to see when the call took

place and if there is a history at that address. The log tells us that the woman is in a

state of distress and that the control room has organized for an ambulance. No pre-

vious history shows up for that address. Throughout the journey, Mary guides John

when the road is clear on her sides when they need to cross junctions. We arrive at

the incident. It is a council estate.5 A small group of people are standing outside.
While John starts making his way to the apartment, Mary is calling the victim on

her mobile phone in order to check the status of the incident. However, we get no

answer. Mary keeps updating their position and situation via the PR. We decide

to go up to the third floor. While we go up we hear the ambulance arriving and

we see another RV from the window.

John repeatedly knocks on the door with no answer. The neighbor comes out of

her house and claims she was the one making the initial call to the police and that the

woman is inside the house. She adds that the guy that beat her has run away. While
we speak with the woman collecting some details, the door starts opening slowly.

John and Mary ask me to step back. Mary, through the PR, updates the control

room of the current situation. From the door, a woman emerges, clearly in a state

of shock and bleeding from the nose. Mary asks her if there is anyone in the house

and she answers that there is nobody and that the perpetrator escaped using her car.

John cautiously makes his way into the apartment to discover that there are no more

people inside. Mary gives permission to proceed to paramedics to enter the scene

after it is cleared of any possible danger. While the woman is in the care of paramed-
ics, Mary asks her some questions regarding the domestic abuse. The woman gives

the registration number of the vehicle used by the perpetrator to escape and the

name of the perpetrator. Mary, using the radio, puts a warrant on the vehicle regis-

tration number. She then tells the woman that they are going to look for the man

and asks how he was dressed and what he looks like. She keeps updating the control
5 Public housing with rented accommodation owned by the local authorities.
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room with details as well as taking notes in her police issued notebook. Mary pro-

ceeds to tell the woman to be calm and that they are going to take care of it. We

go back downstairs �Let�s go back to the castle!� says John. We jump back in the

car and slowly drive back to the police station. The MDT is off and the radio keeps

broadcasting incidents happening around us. Since it is almost the end of the shift,
unlike other times where we would stand-by and enqire about other incidents in the

area through the MDT and radio, we go back to the office and document the inci-

dent we have just witnessed.

5.3. Prelude 2: Working as a traffic officer

Traffic officers attend fatal and serious accidents. In addition, officers take state-

ments from accident witnesses, victims, and perpetrators, and they check for unli-
censed, disqualified and/or intoxicated drivers, for stolen vehicles (parked or

driven), and for dangerous drivers. They also streamline traffic by ensuring that

the road is clear of accidents and animals and they support the victims of traffic acci-

dents. While the Traffic officer faces a multitude of tasks, the majority fall into stop-

ping unlicensed, disqualified, dangerous and intoxicated drivers, checking for stolen

vehicles (PNC6), attending fatal and serious injuries, and other accidents. Their con-

text of work revolves around the vehicle 65% of the work time, the scene of crime 5%

of their time, the office 25%, hospitals 4%, and in recovery garages 1% of the time.
During a typical day, traffic officers will attend from two to seven incidents. Their

day starts in the office where information about the current state of affairs is ex-

changed with colleagues. After less than an hour the traffic officer is out of the office

and will return to the office only during lunch time, there maybe finishing paperwork

or go back out for the reminder of the day. Compared with RV, traffic officers spend

more time in the vehicle and during stand-by times are constantly checking the MDT

for incidents. Traffic officers travel great distances and serve an area of up to 200

square miles, and they are generally single crewed during the day and double-crewed
at night. Whilst out on the road, traffic officers typically interact with other traffic

officers and supervisors, the ambulance service, hospitals and undertakers, control-

room controllers, victims, offenders and witnesses. As in the case of RV officers,

the control room plays a vital part in the work of traffic and it can be seen as the

closest ally to time-critical operational policing. The primary mobile technologies

used by traffic officers in order of frequency are: MDT, KB radio (a long distance

force-wide radio system), mobile phone, PR (only in cities), video camera and pho-

tographic camera.

5.4. Tale 2: A high speed car chase with traffic

It is 9 a.m. and Daniel, a traffic officer, is waiting in his BMW. Daniel has been

in the traffic division for about 5 years and he loves his job. He describes his job
6 Police National Computer background check on people and vehicles.
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as exiting and varied. He has to talk to people most of the time. So it never gets

boring since �people always have new ways of committing crimes.� We get into the

car and start driving around. Daniel turns the MDT and KB radio on. There are

not yet any reported traffic incidents. The sun is shining and the MDT is difficult

to read. Daniel drives to a roundabout and parks in a small street with good vis-
ibility to the main road. He keeps updating the MDT to see if anything comes in,

but nothing so far. Daniel tells me that this is his favorite spot because many cars

are stolen around there and if that does not happen there is always a misbehaving

driver. He keeps inputting license plates of suspicious vehicles into the MDT. Sure

enough a few entries later we find a license plate that matches that of a stolen car.

Daniel tells me to hang on tight. I can feel the engine getting louder. Daniel

makes a quick U-turn. He turns on the sirens, and through the radio, he updates

his position confirming that he is pursuing a stolen vehicle. He then accelerates so
quickly I disappear deep into the car-seat. The road is straight and we reach high

speed in the hope of catching the vehicle. A few seconds later, we are tailing the

stolen vehicle. The driver does not seem to want to stop. After various attempts

to warn the driver, Daniel tries to look at the driver�s face to see if he can rec-

ognize him. After glancing at the driver�s face for a few seconds, Daniel recog-

nizes him. He�s Liam! He is disqualified and he won�t stop since he knows he�s
going to go in for a while this time. Daniel updates his position via the radio again

and informs the control room that the vehicle is not stopping and identifies the
driver.

The stolen vehicle takes a sharp turn and enters a driveway at high speeds. Sud-

denly the vehicle breaks vigorously to come to a stop. We park right behind it and

Daniel steps out of the vehicle. The driver of the stolen vehicle is attempting to escape

on foot. Daniel tells me to stay next to the police car and wait. The driver is running

across the street in an attempt to hide. Daniel is behind him shouting to stop but

with little success. Daniel, thanks to the help of various witnesses, then manages

to catch up with the driver and handcuff him. The driver is very agitated and at-
tempts to escape. Daniel asks me to open the backdoor of the car. He drags the dri-

ver back to the car and via the radio informs the police station of an arrest. After the

driver is dropped at the police station, Daniel has a lot of paperwork to complete as

well as escorting the prisoner to custody and conduct an interview. Two hours later,

we are back on the road. We receive a radio call for an accident that has happened

on a road out of town. Daniel pulls over and asks for the incident to be sent to the

MDT. The MDT reveals that there are two vehicles involved in the crash, a motor-

cycle and a small van. The log also tells us that an ambulance is on the way. Daniel
puts the sirens on and we are on our way. Within 7 min, we are at the incident scene.

The ambulance is already there. The driver of the van is uninjured while that of the

motorcyclist is unconscious and is being taken inside the ambulance. Daniel starts

talking to the driver of the van to reconstruct the incident. Daniel turns to me

and tells me that we need to perform blood tests to see if any of the drivers are under

the influence of substances. This is due to the fact that there are discrepancies in the

reconstruction of the incident. Daniel then calls the control room to get a towing

truck for the van.
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6. Operational policing and mobile technologies

Both roles studied conducted work in a highly geographically distributed man-

ner. Although both roles spend significant part of their time in the office, we have

excluded this from the analysis as they here primarily conduct administrative and
not operational police work (Ackroyd, 1992; Manning, 2003). Both roles engage

in continuous documenting and coordinating of activities through similar mobile

technologies. We can tentatively indicate their behavioral patterns in terms of the

functional characterization of travelling, visiting, and wandering (Kristoffersen

and Ljungberg, 2000). However, this distinction does not significantly illuminate

the relationship between the specific nature of the work experienced and the via-

bility of supporting it through different informational and interactional modalities.

The analysis of the interrelationships between mobile technologies and the context
of operational policing must be based on an understanding of the specific ele-

ments shaping the officers daily work. When asked about their typical context

of work, the officers responded with a number of possible contexts. The police

vehicle was the most common answer, followed by crime scenes such as domes-

tics, burglaries, and public disturbances. The observed usage of mobile technology

changed dramatically depending on the type of activity and the locale of the

activity. For instance, when asked about problems they encounter on a daily

bases they would discuss in-car usage of mobile technology and outside usage
using different standards (e.g. arresting a person or waiting for a call). This obser-

vation guided the definition of five primary activity types of operational policing.

These were based on a combination of careful codification of the field notes and

theoretical reflections. The activity types are based on the fundamental distinction

between waiting in the car, travelling and engaging with the scene of incident. This

tripartite was further elaborated, distinguishing between waiting in the car before

and after an incident, and driving to and from an incident. This leaves us with the

generic cycle of operational policing where officers wait in the car before travel-
ling to the incident. Here they engage in resolving the situation after which they

drive from the scene of incident and wait around in the car afterwards. These five

activity types can be recombined in a number of ways and the streamlined

sequence presented is often broken up at various stages, for example when RV

officers return to the station after an incident. Furthermore, incidents may be

engaged in parallel with less urgent ones being placed in the background to

re-emerge later.

The core of operational policing is on the street and at the scenes of the incidents
attended by the officers (Manning, 2003). Operational policing represents cycles of

waiting, travelling and engaging, and the scenes of incidents represent the source

of geographical mobility either from calls from the public or from the officers gen-

erating the situation through the use of police information or own background

knowledge. Within the activity types and in the rapid and subtle shifts between them

there are significant differences in the mobile technologies and interaction modalities

chosen by officers. These rhythms of coupling and decoupling are the situational com-

ing together of the individual officers� routines and their improvised use of familiar
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modes of virtual interaction with and through their mobile technologies. The five

activity types signify units where we found relative stability in the types of technol-

ogies used and the interaction modalities chosen. Changes from one activity type to

another imply shifts in the rhythm of interaction since the physical conditions for

interaction changes, as does the character of the work involved. This is reflected
in Table 1 where the properties of interaction are further elaborated into virtual, sit-

uated or both. This shift, as it will made be clear in the next section, represents

rhythms of interaction. This implies shifts from coordinating activities to document-

ing incidents, from relaxed scanning of the MDT to hectic negotiations on the radio

and downloading of data to the MDT in order to manage the uncertainties of the

incident approaching. Table 1 presents for each activity type, within each role, the

ranking of mobile technologies in order of importance, and summarizes the predom-

inant modalities of virtual interaction.
Table 1

The estimated distribution of work activities between the five main operational policing activity types and

the ranking of mobile technologies in use according to importance in each activity type, and summary of

preferred modality of interaction also by activity type

Role Technology

ranking and

virtual

modality

Mobile technology and interaction modality by activity type

Standing-by

in car before

incident

Driving to

an incident

Taking

action

at the

incident

Driving

from

the

incident

Standing-by

in car

after

incident

RV Time (%) 15 25 34 13 13

Ranking 1. MDT 1. Radio 1. Radio 1. Radio 1. Radio

2. Radio 2. MDT 2. Mobile phone 2. Mobile

phone

3. Mobile

phone

3. Mobile

phone

3. MDT

Modality Data and

voice

Voice

or data

Voice

or none

Voice Voice or data

Interaction

properties

Virtual

interaction

Virtual and

situated

interaction

Situated

interaction

Situated

interaction

Virtual and

situated

interaction

Traffic Time (%) 25 34 21 9 11

Ranking 1. MDT 1. Radio 1. Radio 1. MDT 1. MDT

2. Mobile phone 2. MDT 2. Radio 2. Radio

3. Radio

Modality Data and

voice

Voice and

little data

Voice or

none

Data

and voice

Data

and voice

Interaction

properties

Virtual

interaction

Situated

interaction

Situated

interaction

Virtual and

situated

interaction

Virtual

interaction
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As we can see in Table 1, Traffic officers spend more time standing-by than

RV officers who in turn spend a significant larger proportion of their time at

scenes of incidents. This is also due to the fact that traffic officers have a larger

geographical area to cover and do not stop by the police station as often as RV.

The uses of mobile technologies were linked to particular tasks and the configu-
rations of technologies studied were generally well adapted over time to the indi-

vidual officer and activity type. The constabulary studied is considered relatively

understaffed and quite busy, compared with neighboring districts. This paradox-

ically implied a more advanced use of mobile technologies, but this can partly

be explained in terms of the primary purposes of the technology. Operational

policing is time and safety critical work, and managing uncertainty through gath-

ering information prior to engaging in the incident denotes a careful balancing

between the need for a rapid but at the same time informed and coordinated re-
sponse. This often resulted in a particular rhythm of interaction where the offi-

cers, even when at the scene of incident, would purposefully hesitate and

gather further information before decoupling all technologies and engaging in

the incident. Table 2 illustrates the typical information the officers required across

the five activity types, as gleaned from the MDT, over the radio, and from col-

leagues or callers through the mobile phone.

The geographically distributed and safety critical nature of the work of both roles

implied shifts between monochronic and polychronic working patterns (Lee and
Liebenau, 1999, 2002). When waiting in the car and in particular when driving to

an incident, the officers simultaneously coordinated, navigated, read out information

from MDT, and requested information from the control room over the radio. The

driver was continuously kept updated with background information about the inci-

dent delivered directly to the MDT, or discussed with the control room over the PR.

The other officer would also support the driver in navigating intersections. Here, the

virtual represented by the PR and MDT, and the situated in terms of the elegant

dance between slightly confused cars, buses and pedestrians melted into one despite
high speed and an inferno of noise created by sirens and blinking blue lights.

This polychronicity radically changed when officers engaged in the incident where

the temporal behavior of events and tasks demanded monochronic temporal behav-

ior of the officers. Indeed, the main reason for RV cars being double crewed when

attending domestic incidents was for each officer to engage with one of the conflict-

ing parties of the incident and in this way diffuse the situation. The rhythms of poly-

chronic and monochronic temporalities also imply coupling and decoupling of

various mobile technologies. Whereas there was relative flexibility in interaction
modalities whilst officers waited around in the car, this was rapidly transformed into

a highly technology hostile environment, where even the unobtrusive PR was not al-

lowed to disturb the attention of the officer. Paradoxically, voice interaction is gen-

erally considered obtrusive (Ljungberg and Sørensen, 2000), but in these situations,

the personal or car-mounted radio offered the only possible modularization that

would not act as an even more obtrusive virtual filter between the officer and the inci-

dent. This can be explained as the radio offering unobtrusive awareness of the situ-

ation as well as a lifeline to colleagues (Heath and Luff, 2000). Table 3 shows the



Table 2

Information types required by the two operational police roles across the activity types

Role Operational police work distribution by activity type

Standing-by in car

before incident

Driving to an incident Taking action at the

incident

Driving from the

incident

Standing-by in car after incident

RV Active incidents

queue. Wanted

people

Destination, risk

assessment, vicinity and

status of other vehicles

Vicinity and status

of other vehicles.

Ongoing risk

assessment. Positive

ID of offender

Status of custody.

Active incidents

queue

Active incidents queue. Status of custody

Traffic Active incidents

queue, status of

other units, wanted

people, hot spots

and disqualified

drivers

Destination, risk

assessment, vicinity and

status of other vehicles

Vicinity and status

of other vehicles,

ongoing risk

assessment, positive

ID of offender

Hot spots, status of

custody, active

incidents queue

Active incidents queue, status of custody
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observed number of uses of the three primary mobile technologies across different

tasks.
7. Discussion

Mobile technologies serve multiple purposes and generally extend the institution

of the police to the situation of operational policing. This is constituted through a

number of elements. The technologies provide legitimacy for the officers by symbol-

ically representing the institution; they render the officers accountable through doc-

umentation and control of actions; they provide a sense of security through

connecting to control rooms and colleagues, and they support some emancipation

of officers though the ability to provide global and individually tailored views of po-
lice databases and activity logs. The technologies provide essential background

information through polychronic temporal behavior, and serve as an essential

‘‘life-line’’ to colleagues and the control room during intense monochronic temporal

behavior. In an unobtrusive manner the technologies award officers awareness of

current states-of-affairs, such as other incidents, the active queue of incidents, other

officers, etc. In order for a mobile technology to be successfully adopted it must

decouple with ease and slide in the background when the officer enters an incident

and the need for monochronic engagement intensifies. As the rhythms of interaction
suggest, both coupling and decoupling are needed for a mobile technology to be

effectively embraced in the workplace. This is one of the primary reasons for the per-

sonal radio being highly regarded by the officers and personal digital assistant exper-

iments failing for operational policing. The process of decoupling the technology is

time-critical simply because the process of shifting attention and engaging is time-

critical. However, it is equally important that the technology can swiftly enter into

the situation when required in the ‘‘now’’, i.e. engage in instant coupling.

Adopting a view of mobile technology in which the device and its associated infra-
structure is viewed as a separate entity in the analysis of its use will fail to take into

consideration essential aspects governing the individual users� choices regarding its

use. The coupling and decoupling of the mobile technology is constituted by a wide

range of elements spanning the specific characteristics of the technology, the routines

of the user, specific idiosyncratic choices by the user, the actualities of the situation,

the norms, values and rules governing the role played by the user, and the institu-

tional context in which the technology is residing. Virtualization is a theoretical lens

characterizing mediated communication through and with mobile technologies in the
context of operational policing understood through rich descriptions from detailed

observations; we suggest the concept of rhythms of interaction as a theoretical means

of characterizing the alternation in intensity of communication through and with

mobile technologies as exercised by officers each and every day. The coupling and

decoupling of technology is not an instance of action but a rhythmical relationship

between the virtual and the physical unfolding in time. Rhythms are the alternation

in the intensity of being busy (Lee and Liebenau, 2002). They are the juggling between

virtual and situated spaces of interaction and they unfold in the action (Bunzel,



Table 3

Overview of the number of observed uses of the three primary mobile technologies across various tasks

Mobile technology Overview

list of incidents

PNC name PNC vehicle Communicate with

other officers

Get incident

log details

Update geographical

position

Update crime log

MDT 21 5 16 3 17 2 4

Radio 5 3 9 8 11 15 10

Mobile phone 1 1 2 23 0 8 1
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2002). The rhythms themselves reflect the sense of simultaneity (Bunzel, 2002), of

improvisation meeting routines, and of institutions meeting situations. Rhythms

are a form of situated action and can be associated with the concept of improvisation

(Ciborra, 2002; Weick, 1998). The frequent coupling and decoupling from mobile

technologies are pre-cognitive resolves of routines and improvisation in the ‘‘now’’
(Ciborra, 2002; Weick, 1998). These lead to changes in interaction modality within

and between the five identified activity types; standing-by in car before an incident,

driving to an incident, taking action at the incident, driving from the incident, and

standing-by in car after an incident.

A commonly adopted paradigm of mobile technology use is one of perpetual con-

tact (Katz and Aakhus, 2002), as also reflected in the ways in which mobile phones

are marketed by handset and service providers (Agar, 2003). The logic of perpetual

contact is the compelling image of pure communication that has abandoned the con-
straints of the body (Katz and Aakhus, 2002). However, phenomenologically, mo-

bile technologies sit at odds with our bodies (Fortunati, 2002). For operational

policing it is, however, not the quantity of encounters but the quality of the interac-

tion that is important, and successful use is not necessarily a linear function where

increased percentage of use indicates increased utility. Through the lens of the theory

of virtuality we find the paradox that as the degree of mobile data support increases,

the degree of de-contextualization increases as well. The closer we get the more dis-

tant we are. Given the mediating functions relying on modularization and abstrac-
tion, mobile devices separate the actor from the physical scene of action or rather

make the actor interact with such a scene in a virtual way. This represents a trans-

formation of the situation into one in which we become a big ear or a big eye with

less peripheral awareness and not a fully engaging individual with the ability to en-

gage with all our senses (Heath and Luff, 2000). The notion of perpetual contact also

relates to the notion that mobile technologies are becoming ubiquitous implying per-

vasive, mobile and embedded devices (Lyytinen et al., 2004). As such we can of

course perceive the mobile technologies studied in operational policing as embedded
in the car (MDT) or embedded in the uniform (personal radio). However, the notion

of ubiquitous technologies engenders the view that they are effortlessly available at

all times and indeed that they are desired and useful at all times – forever ready-

to-hand (Flores and Winograd, 1986). Our study clearly shows this not to be the case.

In this respect we have attempted a deeper understanding of the ubiquity of mobile

technologies in a physical sense. The continuity is paradoxically characterized by dis-

continuity, namely the coupling and decoupling with the technology in use through

the rhythms of interaction. When the officer enters the incident, mobile technologies
will often be required to instantly disappear and be transformed from ready-to-hand

to in-the-pocket. During conversations, several officers mentioned the lack of usabil-

ity of, for example, handheld PDA�s as means of supporting the identification of sus-

pects. As one officer argued: ‘‘When faced with a person, who potentially can hurt you

badly, you want to look that person in the eyes and not stand there and stare into a

screen ’’. Thus, operational police officers cope with the unknown through varying

senses of fatalism and fate control (Manning, 2003, p. 263), and immersed in the sit-

uation, the officers must cope with complex and potentially conflicting relationships
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between virtual interactions and physical actions. Furthermore, operational police

officers� primary purpose is to engage with the physical world and their choices of

mobile technology use depend heavily on the ability of the technologies to accommo-

date this.
8. Conclusion

The aim of this paper has been to provide a detailed analysis of the role of mobile

technologies for operational policing. To accomplish this we presented two examples

of operational policing in the UK, the roles of response vehicle and traffic officers.

We analyzed in detail how their operational police work was conducted through

and with mobile technologies in the physical contexts of the police cars and the inci-
dents. The analysis highlighted five general activity types particularly pertinent for

the coupling and decoupling of mobile technologies. We forwarded the concept of

rhythms of interaction characterizing the alternations in intensity of communication

through and with mobile technologies as characterized by the five general activity

types in operational police work. The research can contribute to the understanding

of highly distributed work and use of mobile technologies within the police. This

area of work is quite difficult to gather proper entry to and there are very few studies

within information systems of the operational aspects of policing, in particular re-
search following police officers. The research can also contribute to a more general

discussion of the role of mobile technologies in terms of virtualization, and of the

rhythms of interaction – as means of coupling and decoupling. The rhythms of inter-

action make an important contribution when seen in light of current research on

ubiquitous computing. The ubiquitous computing environment is not uniformly

ubiquitous. Different mobile technologies come back and forth in the environment

of work as virtualized and situated interactions interlace over time. This questions

the basis of ubiquitous and pervasive computing, namely the design of ever-present
information systems. Although, as argued by Jones and Newburn (2002), police

organizations are different from commercial firms since their use of information tech-

nology is not driven by market considerations but rather externally imposed de-

mands for public accountability, there are perhaps lessons to be learnt from this

study regarding the use and role of mobile technologies in commercial organizations.

This will, however, remain a subject for further research.
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